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Don’t miss the opportunity!
Works agreements as a key element of GDPR compliance
By Dr. Daniel Klösel and Dr. Thilo Mahnhold
earlier article we published in Labor Law
Magazine 1/2017 (see Labor Law Magazine 1/2017).
The role of works agreements –
general permission for data processing

Time is running out: GDPR will take effect on May 25.
© SBphotos/iStock/Thinkstock/Getty Images

May 25, 2018: enough time
Nearly all national and international
companies maintaining branches or at
least doing business in the European
Union are currently facing the following
major challenge: Given that the GDPR
will take effect on May 25, 2018, how do
we manage to introduce adequate data
privacy compliance practices or appropriately adapt existing data privacy compli-

ance practices? At this point, it is helpful
to remember that the GDPR will not only
change substantive data privacy requirements, but also change the extent of
monetary fines and thereby increase the
risk of liability for noncompliance, which
should be a major incentive for reviewing
existing data privacy compliance practices and eliminating any deficits. The
general challenges for GDPR-compliant
data privacy practices was the topic of an

In view of the various elements of GDPR
compliance, one thing has become increasingly clear over the past few months
in Germany: The crucial role of works
agreements. This is due not only to the
structural weaknesses of other instruments, for example voluntary consent
that can be revoked at any time, but also
in particular to the double function of a
works agreement. Due to the codetermination rights under § 87 paragraph 1 no. 1
and 6 of the German Works Constitution
Act (Betriebsverfassungsgesetz, BetrVG),
works agreements are often unavoidable in any event. But at the same time,
they also provide a reliable legal basis for
data privacy-compliant employee data
processing.
The aforementioned data privacy function of works agreements will be sub-

stantially reinforced by the GDPR because
Article 88 paragraph 1 of the GDPR
expressly provides that the parties to a
works agreement may include more specific provisions on the protection of employee data in works agreements. Such
an express statutory reference to works
agreements is new to both German and
European data privacy law. What was controversial for a long time thus has now
been settled by law: Works agreements
are an independent legal basis for data
privacy-compliant data processing!
Statutory minimum requirements
for works agreements
This legal certainty comes at a price,
however, as Article 88 paragraph 2 of
the GDPR, as supplemented by Article 26
paragraph 4 of the German Federal Data
Protection Act ([as revised], Bundesdatenschutzgesetz, BDSG), expressly provides
for certain minimum requirements that
must be satisfied for a works agreement to function as a legal basis for data
privacy-compliant processing data. Under
these code sections, work agreements –>
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must, above all, satisfy the following two
requirements: (i) they must provide for
special measures to protect the human
dignity, legitimate interests, and constitutional rights of data subjects, and (ii) they
must guarantee transparency of data
processing. This applies, in particular, to
the transfer of personal data within the
same corporate group and to any monitoring systems at the workplace. Remember: The GDPR provides only for a limited
intragroup privilege, according to which
an exchange of data between different
group affiliates is generally appropriate
but not permitted per se (see Labor Law
Magazine 1/2017).
In a nutshell, a works agreement must
satisfy, above all, the following two
requirements: First, it must include
provisions that limit data processing to a
reasonable extent as appropriate for the
purposes of data processing and, second,
it must include provisions that make data
transfers transparent for the employees
as data subjects.
The important role of transparency
standards
In particular the latter requirement,
transparency, plays an important role
throughout the GDPR as is reflected by
numerous provisions therein, especially

Article 12 et seq. These provisions require
answers to the following questions to
make data processing transparent for
employees: Which employee data will be
collected in the first place (master data,
performance data, banking data, etc.)?
What are the purposes of data processing
(payroll, effective human resources, job
applicant management, etc.)? Where will
data be stored (internally or in a cloud,
within the EU or in a third country; if the
latter, what is the legal basis)? Who will
have access to the collected data (certain
HR and/or IT staff, line managers, etc.)?
How long will data be stored and when
or under which conditions will they be
erased? In short: Employees must know
which of their personal data will be collected, for what purpose, where and for
how long such data will be stored, and
which individuals within the company
will have access to their data. Generally,
such provisions will at the same time
also satisfy the substantive requirements
limiting data processing to a reasonable
extent as appropriate for the purposes of
data processing.
Discretion of employers and works
councils – the invincible advantage
of works agreements!
However, one thing is becoming increasingly clear: These general GDPR require-

ments must not necessarily be included
in works agreements as such given that
transparency can also be achieved by
other means. Nonetheless, works agreements are a convenient way to kill two
birds with one stone. First, a works agreement is a suitable instrument for satisfying the aforementioned transparency
requirements. Second, if a works agreement meets the minimum legal requirements, it will, as a result, also provide an
independent legal basis for data privacycompliant data processing. If so, deciding
whether data processing is data privacycompliant under generally applicable
data privacy laws, a notoriously difficult
process, will no longer be necessary.
Furthermore, according to what is increasingly becoming the accepted view,
the parties to a works agreement also
enjoy a certain amount of discretion in
terms of how they spell out data privacy
requirements in works agreements and,
ultimately, how they implement data privacy requirements in view of their specific
business needs. Thus, at least in practice,
the old debate whether works agreements may (negatively) deviate from the
statutory level of data privacy has therefore become moot for the most part. As
long as works agreements comply with
the aforementioned (minimum) requirements of Article 88 paragraph 2 of the

GDPR, they will also serve as a suitable
legal basis for data privacy-compliant
data processing.
Works agreements in practice –
necessary amendments and adjustments
But what does this mean for existing
or future works agreements in practical
terms? As a general rule, the following
differentiation must be made: To the
extent that in view of the formerly somewhat unclear laws on the requirements
for works agreements and the acceptable
penalties for noncompliance, companies
used to rely on short documents that
merely described data processing procedures in abstract terms while providing no information about the specific
purposes, other details, limitations on
data processing, or on the rights of data
subjects, etc., such works agreements will
in many cases no longer be in compliance
with the data privacy requirements of the
GDPR. On the other hand, to the extent
that existing works agreements already
include more detailed provisions for the
aforementioned topics, a (much less
extensive) need for revisions will arise
in many cases, if only because the many
references to the statutory provisions of
the GDPR will have to be updated. Irrespective of such cosmetic changes, a need
for more detailed revisions will often –>
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arise as a result of the new provisions
of Article 88 of the GDPR and the corresponding references in a works agreement, in particular references to statutory
transparency requirements.
Provisions of works agreements
on data privacy standards
The provisions that must be included in
a works agreement under the GDPR depend, to begin with, on the role of a works
agreement as an independent legal basis
for data privacy-compliant data processing, which should also be clarified by an
appropriate provision in the works agreement. Moreover, we recommend that the
provisions of works agreements be in
conformity with the principles defined in
Article 5 of the GDPR, and that additional
data privacy provisions that may be applicable to certain types of data processing
be reviewed. Examples are the provisions
of Article 28 et seq. of the GDPR governing outsourced data processing or the
provisions of Article 44 et seq. governing
international data transfers. Given the additional requirements of Article 88 paragraph 2 of the GDPR, the many different
works agreements that may be involved,
and other provisions elsewhere that may
supplement such works agreements, it is
almost impossible to make any generally
valid statements about what provisions

must be included in a works agreement.
Nonetheless, it is generally the case that
defining the purposes of data processing
and providing additional information, in
particular regarding the transparency of
data processing (see, above all, the information obligations under Article 13 et seq.
of the GDPR, including the rights of data
subjects under Article 15 through 21 of the
GDPR), are highly important.
Standard/single/master works
agreements and supplementary
measures
In practice, the most important thing
will be to coordinate the provisions of
the various standard, single and master
works agreements, and supplementary
measures (such as information made
available in the intranet, etc.) and to
merge them into a cohesive system. As
noted above, according to what is increasingly the accepted view, it is at least not
necessary for every works agreement in
and of itself to satisfy the far-reaching
GDPR requirements so that appropriate
references, for example references to
information made available elsewhere
(such as general data privacy provisions
that can be viewed online), or even such
announcements alone, may be sufficient.
Therefore, what matters most here is a
coordinated compliance system. As we

mentioned above, master works agreements may be an important part of any
such compliance system.
Works agreements on IT tools
In view of the stricter transparency requirements, caution should be exercised
when designing compliance systems,
especially if provisions on data processing
using IT systems or on associated data
transfers are concerned (which, in practice, will generally be the case). Due to the
complexity of numerous data transfers,
it may make sense in such cases to draft
appropriate standard schedules that spell
out the relevant details (purpose, detailed
definition of processed data, location of
data storage, access rights, safeguards,
contractual arrangements, etc.), which
will then be completed by the responsible
IT staff. Which data processing information must be included will vary from case
to case depending on the details of data
processing and additional data privacy
setups at the company or operation.
2018 works agreements
In summary, works agreements have the
potential to develop into cornerstones of
GDPR compliance. As an independent legal basis for data privacy-compliant data
processing, they offer the most legally

sound basis for all types of data processing in the employment context, while the
expense of necessary amendments and
adjustments should be acceptable given
that the parties to a works agreement
enjoy considerable leeway for drafting
the relevant provisions. All in all, a works
agreement therefore is an option that
should be even more attractive considering the tough penalties for noncompliance that may be incurred under the
GDPR. This is an opportunity not to be
missed. <–

Dr. Daniel Klösel,
Rechtsanwalt, Partner.
JUSTEM Rechtsanwälte,
Frankfurt am Main
d.kloesel@justem.de
Dr. Thilo Mahnhold,
Rechtsanwalt, Partner.
JUSTEM Rechtsanwälte,
Frankfurt am Main
t.mahnhold@justem.de
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A structured approach to compliance challenges for short-term business travel
By Zuzana Jasenovcova and Marius Tollenaere

• Prosecuon risk
• Reputaonal damage

Most countries, irrespective of the short-term duration of business travel, have strict
requirements that all business travelers are asked to follow in order to be compliant.
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Introduction
Cross-border business travel is nothing
new and most multinational companies
have traditionally always had their fair
share of internationally mobile workers.
However, what has now changed significantly is that traditional assignments,
whether short- or long-term, are being
replaced by alternative approaches, with

the prevalent choice being short-term
business travel.
At the same time, short-term business
travel has become one of the most debated approaches to carrying out business
abroad in recent years. On the one hand,
short-term business travel is perceived as
a convenient solution to cost and regulatory challenges compared to traditional
long-term assignments. On the other,

with clamping down on business travelers high on the agenda for many governments, as well as tightening regulatory
and enforcement oversight, the business
travel-related compliance challenges and
risks are higher than ever before.
In today’s economic environment, defined
by a high degree of volatility, uncertainty
and significant regulatory changes rapidly transforming the legal environment,

companies are reviewing their policies
and processes to address and manage
the challenges in the best possible way
while remaining cost-efficient.
The times when international business
travelers were free to move around the
globe with a minimum set of requirements to comply with are long gone.
Today, most countries, irrespective of the
short-term duration of business travel, –>
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have strict requirements that all business
travelers are asked to follow in order to
be compliant. This has implications in a
number of areas, such as immigration,
corporate and personal income tax, wage
tax and labor law, wich should be carefully assessed, as discussed below.
Personal income tax
Many companies sending their employees abroad for short periods believe that
there is no risk of tax obligation arising
in the host country because the business
travelers only spend a couple of days,
weeks or months in the host country and
are therefore protected by the provisions
of the relevant bilateral treaty on the
elimination of double taxation.
Even if such short-term business travelers
are not officially recognized as being on
a short-term assignment (or any other
type of assignment) and only work continuously or intermittently on different
projects in a number of different countries, if they are going to a country that
uses the economic employer concept, the
sending company – the employer – might
not be recognized as the legal employer
by the host country for taxation purposes.
Depending on the features and scope of
the work carried out, and whether the
payroll costs are recharged, it is important

to note that personal income tax obligations might arise in the host country from
day one.
The sending company should be prepared
for these situations and design policies
to manage the process of potential host
country liabilities – mostly related to
timely assessment and comprehensive
consistent compliance required by the
applicable local laws.
Each country has its own payroll tax rules,
but generally wage tax is payable in the
country in which the employee works.
However, the country of tax residence
is entitled to tax worldwide income
irrespective of where the employee
physically performed the activity, which
in turn may lead to double taxation. In
accordance with the applicable bilateral
treaty on eliminating double taxation,
the relevant method of alleviating double
taxation has to be applied. Considering
this complexity, companies should make
sure they are familiar with the local personal income tax consequences prior to
sending their employees, irrespective of
the actual duration of the trip.

short-term travel. Most importantly, depending on the type of activities pursued
by employees, business travelers’ presence
in a specific country could lead to the creation of a permanent establishment (PE) in
that country for corporate tax purposes.
More specifically, if the employees on business travel are signing contracts on behalf
of the sending entity, or if there is a fixed
place in the host country where the work
activities are carried out, the risk of PE is
very high. However, most countries do
have local rules for triggering PE creation,
and the threshold is generally higher than
for wage taxes. Thus, while a short business trip is unlikely to trigger a PE obligation, wage tax could theoretically be due
from day one.

Corporate income tax

In a situation where a PE was triggered,
and corporate income tax would be due,
as in the case of personal income tax,
where applicable, treaties on the elimination of double taxation typically allow for
a method of alleviating potential double
taxation. This can usually be achieved by
exempting the income allocated to taxation in another country or by simply allowing for deduction of the corporate income
tax paid via the PE in another country.

There are also potential corporate income
tax implications related to cross-border

One of the important developments in
tightening governmental oversight is a re-

cent initiative led by the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), fully supported also by the G20.
In 2015, the OECD agreed upon and issued
an action plan known as Base Erosion and
Profit Shifting (BEPS). The main goal of
this action plan is to ensure that profits
are taxed fairly. This means that governments are looking to make sure profits
are taxed in the country where actual
business activity is performed and value
is actually created. Naturally, this action
plan impacts the way companies manage
their globally mobile workforce including,
importantly, short-term business travelers.
This triggers a need for careful mobility
planning to avoid inadvertent corporate
tax consequences, which may lead to noncompliance in the worst case by both the
employee and the sending entity.
Social security
Social security represents yet another set
of rules companies with an internationally mobile workforce, irrespective of the
duration of travel, are expected to comply
with.
The basic rule of social security is that an
employee contributes to the social security
system of the country in which he or she
performs the work. However, this might
–>
lead to dual contributions being due
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in the case of short-term business travel
(and assignments in general). Thus, where
applicable, EU legislation and bilateral
totalization agreements override this principle to ensure payment of social security
to one system or country only – in most
situations the contributions would be due
in the home country.

employers (both originating in the EU
and non-EU) sending their employees
across borders around the EU are bound
to observe Directive 96/71/EC (Posted
Workers Directive), as it was transposed
into the local legislative systems of most
EU Member States.

As proof of adherence to the home
country social security system, a special
certificate of coverage usually needs to
be requested and approved by the local
authorities. Theoretically, this is valid also
for short-term business travel, since many
treaties and EU regulations do not indicate
any de minimis threshold for the duration
of cross-border travel.

As defined by European legislation, a
posted worker is an employee who is
sent by an employer located in one of
the EU Member States to carry out a
service in another EU Member State
on a temporary basis. All EU countries
(and some EEA countries) already have
formalities in place for posted workers,
but they differ considerably from country
to country.

In the absence of a contractual social
security arrangement between the home
and host country of business travel, the
local legislation in both countries needs to
be reviewed but may in some cases lead to
dual social security obligations.

Thus, in addition to the locally applicable
labor law, employers sending employees
on short-term trips still need to assess,
balance and observe the regulations applicable in the destination country, most
importantly regarding:

Labor law

•
•

Depending on the contractual arrangement of the employment contract, usually the labor law of the home country
applies to short-term business travel.
This, however, implies that irrespective
of the shorter duration of the travel, all

•
•
•
•

Minimum pay conditions
Limitations on maximum work
(and rest) period
Annual paid leave conditions
Possible limitations on the hiring out
of workers via agencies
Safety and hygiene regulations
Equal treatment of men and women

In many countries, the European rules are
already present in the local employment
law and are often more stringent than
the working conditions indicated by the
European rules. In Germany for example,
the local legislation Posted Workers Act
requires employers in some industry
sectors to make use of collective bargaining when negotiating salary agreements,
especially regarding minimum salary.
Immigration
Immigration rules are a main component
of business traveler compliance. Countries protect their borders and their labor
markets by limiting both travel periods
and the scope of activities that business
travelers are allowed to perform. In most
countries, the allowable business visitor activities are only the exception to
the general rule that any gainful activity
requires a full work permit.
It is therefore key to track travel days in
all countries a business traveler visits and
diligently review whether the intended
activities fall within the boundaries of
the permissible business visitor activities
of a particular country. If they do not, a
lengthy work visa process is required.
Travel requirements also derive from a
person’s citizenship. While some citizens

may be allowed to enter another country
just with their passport, others may require a business visa to be obtained from
a foreign consular post of the destination country. If a visa is required, mobility
managers must take into consideration
appointment and visa-processing times
in their planning.
Immigration noncompliance can have severe consequences for both the employer
and the traveling employee. Employers
can be prosecuted for illegal employment
and forging documents, firms and their
signatories can also be blacklisted in databases which can ban them from further
favorable immigration treatment or lead
to denials of future visa applications for
their employees. Employees who have
been caught traveling in breach of immigration rules may be subject to reentry
bans. Using the example of the Schengen
Area, a reentry ban from one Schengen
Area Member State is valid for the entire
Area, which may prohibit an employee
from traveling to almost all of Europe for
several years. In addition to reentry bans,
they may also be personally prosecuted
for their noncompliance and could face
criminal charges or fines.

–>
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Conclusion
The cornerstone of successfully dealing with these multifaceted risks and
challenges is to have a structured
approach to short-term business
travel management backed by robust
technology and accompanied by a
transparent and consistent business
travel policy, which is continuously
communicated to all stakeholders.
If the know-how or technology is not
available in-house, as is very often the
case with business travelers, it is advisable to involve external providers who
can offer a solution for business travel
when it comes to policy, structuring

the process and tracking it, and assessing the related immigration, tax and
social security risks.
Other than the expected benefit of
being compliant and mitigating exposure risks, the above will help to ensure the cost and managerial efficiency of short-term business travel and, in
turn, manage and shape the employee
experience and help increase engagement and talent retention in today’s
globalized workplace. <–
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Wait and see
Practice will show whether the new law is a suitable instrument for achieving equal pay
By Jörg Salzmann

I

n order to promote wage fairness
for women and men performing
equal and equivalent work, the
German Parliament (Bundestag) passed
the Act to Promote Transparency of Pay
(Entgelttransparenzgesetz – EntgTranspG)
in early 2017 and it came into force on
July 6, 2017. The Act, inter alia, provides
for review processes and reporting
obligations of the employer but also for
employee information rights vis-à-vis
the employer. The most crucial part of
the Act, employee information rights,
however, did not come into force until
January 6, 2018. Only since that date
do employees have the right to know
how they are paid in comparison with a
group of workers performing equal and
equivalent work. In general, the Act favors
employers bound by and implementing collective bargaining agreements.
Essential contents
The Act provides for amendments regarding a claim for payment of a higher
remuneration in the case of discrimination, a claim derived from various legal

bases. While the claim has still not been
expressly regulated, EntgTranspG tries
to provide clarification at a factual level
by defining equal and equivalent work
in compliance with previous court rulings. Accordingly, equal work is defined
as being identical or of the same kind.
Equivalence is measured by an overall
assessment of several factors, including
type of work, qualification requirements
and working conditions. It has to be
emphasized that equivalence does not
extend to the work result, i.e., there is no
qualitative evaluation of the employee’s
performance at this level. However, differences in performance can of course
be considered elsewhere; for example,
within the scope of the reason for unequal treatment. It is to be expected that
issues of equal or equivalent are going to
be contentious in remuneration disputes
even after the introduction of the aforementioned definition.
Claim for information
Also newly introduced is an individual
claim for information by employees in

companies employing more than 200
employees.
Assertion
Employees are
entitled, by means
of an inquiry with
the works council
or the employer,
to request information about the
average monthly
gross remuneraCompanies with more than 200 employees have to offer
information on the criteria of remuneration.
tion (statistic median) of the respec- © CalypsoArt /iStock/Thinkstock/Getty Images
tive other gender of
a comparison group
and – via inquiry – up to two individual
the employee suspects unequal treatremuneration components. The term rement. Furthermore, the employer has to
muneration in this context also includes
disclose the criteria and procedures for
other cash compensation or compensetting remuneration.
sation in kind, e.g., the provision of a
company car. An inquiry about median
The request can principally be made
remuneration components shall provide
every two years. If the claim is asserted
the employee with specific information
before January 6, 2021, a three-year
–>
about remuneration components where
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(instead of two-year) waiting period will
apply until the next assertion.
Median
The median is determined by sorting the
salaries of the comparison group according to size. It then divides this data record
into two (equal) halves so that the value
in one half is no higher, and in the other
half no lower, than the median value. The
result of this calculation method can significantly deviate from the average value,
but in the legislator’s opinion, is preferable
to the latter because few extreme values
have so little influence. Nonetheless, the
significance of such statistical values is
limited for the question of equal treatment in remuneration. The fact that at
least 50% of the comparison group earn
more than the applicant can, for example,
also indicate unequal treatment within
the comparison group. Falling short of the
comparison median does not necessarily
correspond to unequal treatment. Conversely, income that equals the median
does not exclude unequal treatment.
Relief for employers bound by
collective bargaining agreements
The Act provides simplified options for
employers bound by and implementing collective bargaining agreements.

If the criteria and procedures for setting remuneration are based on statutory regulations or collective bargaining
agreements, it will suffice to refer to
these and indicate where they can be
consulted. Furthermore, employers bound
by and implementing collective bargaining agreements can use the remuneration of other employers in the applicant’s
remuneration or salary group for comparison purposes. Employers not bound
by and not implementing collective
bargaining agreements must principally
provide information on the comparison
group specified by the employee applying
for information. If the employer wishes to
select a different comparison group, this
will require a statement of reasons.
Furthermore, and only for those employers not bound by and not implementing
collective bargaining agreements, the Act
stipulates a specific legal consequence for
when employers do not comply with the
claim for information or when the works
council could not provide the information for reasons for which the employer
is responsible. Only then shall a reversal
of the burden of proof apply in the case
of a dispute regarding the question of
whether there is a breach of the equal
pay obligation.

Review process
Private employers with more than 500
employees are asked to review their
compliance with the equal pay obligation. Such a process consists of a review
of the current situation, an analysis and
a report. The Act does not provide for
any obligation to review, or for any legal
consequences, in the event of nonperformance.
Reporting obligations
Employers with more than 500 employees required to prepare a management
report according to the German Commercial Code (HGB) are obliged to draw up a
report on equal treatment and equal pay.
This report has to explain, inter alia, the
measures taken to promote equality and
the achievement of equal pay. Employers
bound by and implementing collective
bargaining agreements have to prepare
such a report every five years, all other
employers every three years. The report
has to be published in the German Federal Gazette, together with the management report.
Conclusion
The Act does not affect companies with
fewer than 200 employees. The extent

of the burden of individual information
requests is still difficult to assess for
larger companies. Likewise, it remains to
be seen whether the claims for information turn out to be a suitable instrument
for achieving equal pay.
In any case, concerned companies should
provide the necessary structures in good
time to process information requests in
compliance with the mandatory data
protection regulations and, if applicable, with the involvement of the works
council. Companies with more than 500
employees may consider implementing
a review process; if they are obliged to
publish a management report, a report
on equal treatment and equal pay must
also be drawn up. <–

Jörg Salzmann,
Rechtsanwalt, Senior
Associate, Mayer Brown LLP,
Frankfurt am Main
jsalzmann@mayerbrown.com

www.mayerbrown.com
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When does an employee work and how much does the employer have to pay for it?
A discussion based on the example of changing time
By Dr. Bernd Borgmann and Tom Stiebert
just a theoretical problem, as a simple
calculation shows: Calculating 10 minutes
a day for changing into and out of work
clothes amounts to about 1.5% of daily
working hours. This demonstrates that
this problem is associated with either
considerable costs or potential savings.
The demarcation of working time
and rest time

Work or leisure? Drawing the line turns out to be harder than one might think.
© AndreyPopov/iStock/Thinkstock/Getty Images

T

he title of this article is deliberately vague. Labor law usually
deals with areas that are obviously to be regarded as work and work
time, but this view is hardly compatible
with modern labor law. The boundaries

between work and leisure are blurred. But
the times between work and leisure are
very important for the employer: If they
count as working time, then according to
the rules of the German Working Hours
Act (Arbeitszeitgesetz - ArbZG), less time

remains for actual work. If they have to be
paid as working hours, this leads to an increased financial burden on the employer.
In this article, these questions and the influence of the employer will be discussed
on the basis of changing time. This is not

In essence, the distinction between rest
time and working hours is not difficult to
draw: “Working time means any period
during which the worker is working, at
the employer’s disposal and carrying
out his activity or duties” (Article 2 No. 1
Directive 2003/88/EC) while “rest period
means any period which is not working
time” (Article 2 No. 2 Directive 2003/88/
EC). The German definition in section
2 ArbZG is very similar. But only at first
glance do all problems seem to be solved.
The blurred lines between the two often
make it unclear whether the employee is
carrying out his or her activities or duties
or not. Even the actual duties of the employee are often unclear. For example, –>
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he or she has to travel to work in order to
start work. Nevertheless, this usually is
not working time. Only in cases “in which
workers do not have a fixed or habitual
place of work, the time spent by those
workers traveling each day between
their homes and the premises of the first
and last customers designated by their
employer constitutes working time” (ECJ,
September 10, 2015 – docket number
C-266/14 – Federación de Servicios Privados
del sindicato Comisiones obreras). Here,
however, driving belonged to the actual
activity – the employee was obliged to
travel from customer to customer.
In principle, therefore, it can be established that working time is when the
employee works for the employer as part
of his or her contractual obligations. In
general, this may sound simple, but it can
be extremely complicated.
Influence of the employer
on working time
This is clearly evident in changing time
and German courts have already dealt
with this problem on several occasions.
They found that working time is involved
when the time spent changing clothes
serves the interests of the employer. In
this case, the employee does not dress in
particular clothes in his or her own inter-

est, but because the employer demands
it. This applies to all garments that are
worn specifically for the profession (e.g.,
protective clothing and hygiene clothing).
Here, the employee only changes clothes
because the job demands it, so this is
(mainly) in the interest of the employer
and counts towards working time.
However, case law goes even further. If
the work clothes are particularly conspicuous, the changing time is also treated
as working time. Although these clothes
could also be worn privately, this cannot
– according to the German Federal Labor
Court – be expected of the employee. The
Federal Labor Court has already answered
several times the question of when the
clothing is particularly conspicuous. In
any case, if the color and design of the
clothes clearly identifies the employer
(and the name may even appear on the
garment), there is particular conspicuousness. The Federal Labor Court affirmed
this, for example, in relation to the
yellow-blue clothing of a furniture store
(Federal Labor Court, November 10, 2009,
docket number 1 ABR 54/08). In a recent
ruling, the court goes even further: It is
not necessary for the specific employer to
be identifiable. The allocation of clothing
to a specific industry is sufficient. The
worker cannot be forced to reveal his or
her profession to the outside world. For

this reason, even neutral white service
clothing (for example, in elderly care) has
particular conspicuousness (Federal Labor
Court, September 6, 2017, docket number
5 AZR 382/16). In all these cases, the time
spent changing clothes therefore is working time.
Working hours can only be excluded if
private use of the clothing is permitted and the clothes are not particularly
conspicuous. The scope of the employer is
thus limited. However, even if a regulation is possible, the employer must
consider the consequences: Who is liable
for private pollution or destruction of the
clothing? What happens when the clothing appears in an undesirable context (for
example, demonstrations), etc.? The risk
associated with private use therefore is
high.
Influence of the employer on payment
of the time
If the employer does not want to take
this risk, the question arises as to
whether such time should be remunerated. Although this is working time, it
does not automatically mean that it has
to be remunerated. Working time right
and remuneration right are to be distinguished. German law does not recognize
the principle that working time always

has to be remunerated. Only in individual
cases, case law emphasizes the opposite.
For example, in a very controversial ruling,
the Federal Labor Court ruled that minimum wages must be paid for periods of
on-call time (Federal Labor Court, June
29, 2016 – 5 AZR 716/15). However, it is
less clear whether the time required to
change clothes has to be paid accordingly.
Case law is silent on this.
However, as case law shows tendencies in
principle to demand payment for working time, it is to be expected that this
will be extended to changing time, even
if it is not the central activity. Employment contracts usually do not contain
any regulation in this respect. In any case,
that would happen if the contract alone
contained a regulation for remuneration
and did not differentiate according to
activity. It would be possible, however, to
regulate or exclude such payments in the
employment contract. The German courts
also say that, in any case, a different
remuneration system for this time is possible. This especially applies to collective
bargaining agreements. But even a regulation in the employment contract itself
seems possible. If such a rule is missing,
the time required to change clothes is to
be compensated with the usual hourly
wage. If costs are to be saved here, such
–>
a regulation is recommended. It is
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important to plan this in advance
when drafting a contract as it helps to
minimize the problems presented here.
Summary
It is clear that the employment law
treatment of periods in which the
primary employment contract activity
is not provided is extremely problematic. In these borderline cases, extreme
care must always be taken to avoid
errors and, if necessary, costs. This
problem is of great practical relevance
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and identical questions arise with
travel time. Contracts should therefore
differentiate exactly what is remunerated. Otherwise this leads to the
employer having a double risk: Being
able to employ the employee for a
shorter period of time (since nonprimary activities already include working
hours) and, in addition, having to pay
compensation for this time. A solution
can be found for the second problem,
thereby also minimizing the risks for
the employer. <–
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Let them sue you
The effectiveness of German labor courts
By Sabine Feindura

F

or people coming from AngloSaxon countries, lawsuits are to
be avoided at all costs as lawyers’
fees are extremely high and lawsuits
take so long that most employers try to
settle by any means as soon as possible. In Germany however, lawsuits are
fast and cost-effective so there is no
need to pay any price to avoid one.
German labor courts act swiftly
Although not all labor courts in Germany are the same, most of them
schedule the first oral hearing
within a month of the

filing date. Until then, the defendant does
not even have to file a submission. This
first oral hearing has the express purpose
of trying to find an amicable solution or
settlement. And very often it works, as
lawyers and parties sit next to each other
in one
room and have
nothing
else to do
other than
discuss
the matter before
a re-

spected judge. In this setting, even longrunning arguments are often brought
to a swift end. Otherwise a second oral
hearing is scheduled, and the parties are
invited to file written submissions within
set deadlines. These second hearings
mostly take place within four months
of the first hearing and at least half of
them end the lawsuit. Thus, in less than
six months, there can be a settlement
or a judgment. Therefore, if an employer
feels that, under German law, the (former
or present) employee is claiming far
too much and does not concede
during negotiations, it is an
option to let the employee
sue the employer for

the lawsuit to bring the employee down
to earth.
German labor courts love settlements
As German procedural rules expect the
judge as well as the parties to aim for an
amicable solution at any stage of the lawsuit, there is always room for negotiation.
Parties may include offers in their written
submissions or oral hearings at any time.
During the oral hearings, they may leave
the courtroom to discuss settlement
proposals separately, likewise at any
time. If a settlement is agreed, the labor
court dispenses with court fees, in order
to encourage settlements. Moreover, a
settlement is quickly enforceable without
any further expensive or time-consuming
requirements.
No reimbursement of lawyers’ fees

With lawsuits being fast and cost-effective in
Germany there is no need to pay any price to avoid one.
© dolgachov/iStock/Thinkstock/Getty Images

In order to enable employees to sue their
employer, procedural rules determine
that any party to a labor lawsuit before
courts of first instance has to bear its
own costs and lawyer’s fees, no matter –>
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who wins the case. Meanwhile in civil
cases, the losing party has to bear the
costs of their own lawyer as well as the
costs of the opposing party’s lawyer, plus
the court fees. Therefore, employees suing
their employer need not fear the expense
of their employer’s lawyer.
Statutory lawyers’ fees
There are statutory minimum fees for
German lawyers that depend on the
value of all claims involved. In case of
claims that have no explicit value, a
table has been developed by German
labor courts with fictitious values of
nonfinancial claims. For example, the
value of a claim for unfair dismissal is
one fourth of the annual remuneration of the dismissed employee. Based
on the value of all claims involved, the
corresponding value of one fee unit can
be found in another table. This fee unit
falls due several times depending on the
development of the case. The maximum
is 3.5 fee units, incurred if a settlement
is concluded. With a judgment, a lawyer
can only earn up to 2.5 fee units during the first instance. The second and
third instance – if available – are a little
bit more expensive. Any lawyer should
thus be able to determine the cost of
a lawsuit in advance, but one must be
aware that costs can increase later on if

supplemental claims or counterclaims
are raised.
Of course, most qualified German lawyers
corresponding in English with foreign
clients don’t work for the statutory
minimum fee but knowing that it exists
may help in negotiations about hourly
rates and chargeable hours. Where the
remuneration of the dismissed employee
is very high or where other substantial
claims are involved the statutory fee may
even be acceptable for some qualified
lawyers.
Legal aid
Employees who cannot afford a lawyer
can obtain subsidies from the state to
pay for one. They can even approach the
relevant labor court and ask a legal clerk
to draft and file their claims for free. In
the first instance, parties are not obligated to have a lawyer but it is extremely
advisable as German employment law
is complex and judges have their own
language.
Pitfalls
If you have employees, under German law,
the court will temper excessive expectations. But get yourself a good German
lawyer and make sure you don’t miss the

invitation to the first oral hearing, which
may come round very fast! In the case
of a dismissal, the employee must file
a lawsuit to challenge the termination
within 21 days after receipt of notice. This
does not leave much time for negotiation
between the parties. The invitation to the
first oral hearing may be sent out within
a week after the claim was filed and
the first oral hearing may be scheduled
just two weeks later after the invitation
comes in. It is easy to miss if mail is not
checked carefully.
If the employer is a foreign company, the
written claim of a German employee and
the invitation to the first oral hearing
must be translated into the language
spoken at the employer’s head office at
the expense of the employee filing the
claim. The translation costs are a substantial hurdle to filing a lawsuit but many
German employees have insurance for
legal fees. The translation may take weeks
or months, so foreign employers must be
prepared to receive an invitation to a first
oral hearing much later than employers
based in Germany. Many foreign companies choose to set up a German entity to
employ staff in Germany. If employees
work from home, there may not even be
any premises of a legal entity in Germany. In such cases, the legal head office
of such an entity is often the premises

of the tax consultant working for the
company, or the employee’s home itself. It
may also be that an invitation to an oral
hearing is not acknowledged in time as
the mail was not forwarded to the correct
person. Thus, in case your German base is
the office of your tax advisor, make sure
they do forward the invitation as soon
as possible. In case the legal seat of your
employing entity is the home office of
the dismissed employee, it is advisable to
change the legal seat to the office of your
tax advisor and name his address in the
notice letter. <–

Sabine Feindura
Rechtsanwältin, Partnerin,
Buse Heberer Fromm,
Berlin
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ECJ tightens European vacation leave law, bringing new risks for
German companies and self-employed third-party staff in particular
By Henrik Lüthge and Dr. Franziska von Kummer, LL.M., M.C.L.

O

n November 29, 2017, the
European Court of Justice
(ECJ) decided with regard to
a request for a preliminary ruling by the
Court of Appeal (England & Wales) that
the right to paid leave has to be carried
over and is accumulated, if required,
until termination of the employment
relationship if such right has not been
exercised due to the employer’s refusal
to compensate such leave periods. This
shall also apply if national vacation
leave laws provide otherwise, i.e., for a
lapse of vacation leave claims after a
certain period of time (cf. King / The Sash
Window Workshop Ltd. et al. [C-214/16]).
This judgment will also have far-reaching
implications for German vacation leave
law. The risks for employers to be obliged
to comply with leave entitlements accumulated over years will be substantially increased. Notably, this applies to
self-employed staff such as freelancers
and independent contractors, who subsequently turn out to be false self-employed (Scheinselbstständigkeit).

When SWW terminated their contract
with Mr. King, he sought to recover payment for annual leave – taken and not
paid as well as not taken – for the entire
period of his 13-year engagement. He took
the view that he had been a worker and
would have been entitled to paid leave
according to national vacation leave law
(which implements Directive 2003/88/EC).

According to the ECJ ruling leave can accumulate over several years.
© petrenkod/iStock/Thinkstock/Getty Images

The ECJ case: 24 weeks of leave
accumulated over 13 years
A (false) self-employed party, Mr. King,
had been working for The Sash Window
Workshop Ltd. (“SWW”) since 1999 for
an overall period of 13 years based on a
self-employed, commission-only contract.

Mr. King refused to sign an employment
contract – an offer that had been made to
him by SWW in the meantime. As a freelancer, Mr. King had no contractual right
to paid leave and so did not take any such
leave, only interrupting his work for SWW
for a few days each year.

The English courts ruled that Mr. King
qualified as a worker (false self-employment). Right until the very end, however,
it was disputed whether SWW had to
compensate the leave which – pursuant to national law – would have been
forfeited (similar to section 7 (3) Bundesurlaubsgesetz [German Federal Vacation
Law]). The entire leave amounted to more
than 24 weeks.
Mr. King argued that the forfeiture rules
would not apply in his case. He had not
taken his leave solely because SWW
would not have compensated such leave.
In this respect he referred to the 2009
Schultz-Hoff judgment, in which the ECJ,
–>
referring to Directive 2003/88/EC,
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decided that national forfeiture rules
would violate European law if they provided for the forfeiture and lapse of claims
for leave if the employee could not take
such leave due to illness (ECJ judgment
of January 20, 2009 – C-350/06 inter alia).
Finally, the Court of Appeal referred the
case to the ECJ and asked to what extent
English vacation leave rules in the present
case are compatible with European law.
ECJ: No forfeiture of leave,
not even after 15 months
The judgment is crucial: The ECJ decided
that the employer cannot refer to statutory forfeiture rules if the employee did
not take leave because the employer
refused to grant paid leave. Furthermore,
and this is particularly problematic for
employers, leave should not lapse and
be forfeited after 15 months, as the ECJ
ruled more precisely subsequently in the
Schulte case where leave was not taken
due to illness (ECJ judgment of November
22, 2011 – C-214/10).
The ECJ justifies this decision by arguing
that the right to paid annual leave must
be regarded as a particularly important
principle of EU social law. A worker faced
with circumstances which give rise to
uncertainty during the leave period as
to the remuneration owed would not be

able to fully benefit from that leave as a
period of relaxation and leisure. A worker
who has to worry about not receiving
remuneration during leave could also be
deterred from taking leave. The right to
leave would also not lapse after a period
of 15 months. Such an interpretation
would result in an unlawful enrichment
of the employer and would be inconsistent with the purpose of the Directive to
protect the employee’s health.

When drafting leave provisions for
employment agreements, this is one
more reason to differentiate between
compulsory minimum leave and leave
that exceeds the statutory entitlement.
The ECJ judgment only relates to the
minimum annual leave provided for in
Directive 2003/88/EC (four weeks) so that
any leave granted additionally may be
governed by individual rules concerning
forfeiture and lapse of leave, etc.

Section 7 paragraph 3 of the German
Federal Vacation Law no longer reliable

Third-party staff: Strict compliance
is a must

The judgment will have a huge impact on
German vacation leave law, above all with
regard to the interpretation of Section 7
paragraph 3 Bundesurlaubsgesetz which
– according to its wording – provides for
forfeiture and lapse of leave entitlement
as of March 31 of the following year at the
latest. There is no relying on the statutory forfeiture of annual leave, not only
if leave has not been taken due to illness
but now also in the case of an employer’s
refusal to remunerate such leave. Thus,
extensive leave entitlements can be accumulated. The decisive question will now
be if an employer refuses to remunerate leave within the aforesaid meaning,
whether these requirements would have
been met if the employer fails to encourage the employee to actually take leave.

As far as freelancers and other selfemployed third-party staff are concerned,
such leave clauses are not helpful at
all. Under German law, self-employed

persons are not generally entitled to
leave since such leave entitlement – this
is the paradox – would indicate their
status as an employed person and their
dependence. Therefore, a strict compliance process is still required when
engaging third-party staff. Not only large
but also small enterprises should specify
and implement clear rules concerning
third-party staff. Without such rules, the
engagement of third-party staff is hardly
justifiable nowadays and the present ECJ
ruling proves this once again. <–
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External staff and Legal Tech
Application of IT tools to avoid pseudo self-employment
By Dr. Albrecht Muser
Introduction
The deployment of external staff (freelancers, subcontractors, agency workers)
is common practice in many businesses
for a variety of different reasons, such as
a (temporary) staff shortage, the need
for special skills or simply the pursuit of
flexibility. However, in Germany it has
become increasingly complex over the
last decade to deploy external staff licitly.
Whereas self-employment and agency
work were fostered by the Hartz legislation at the beginning of the last decade,
both provisions are now regarded as
prone to misusage. As a consequence,
legislative requirements for external
staff have become rather strict (see for
example the reform of the German Law
on Temporary Employment [Arbeitnehmerüberlassungsgesetz, AÜG] in 2017)
and the competent authorities (especially
the customs authorities) have significantly increased their efforts to investigate
and prosecute any violation of the respective regulations.

cording to a recent ruling by the European Court of Justice, pseudo self-employed
staff are even entitled to vacation claims
that may be enforced with retroactive
effect. To make matters worse, negative
media coverage brings a significant loss
of reputation in the context of pseudo
self-employment.

Software like KPMG’s Freelancer Tool can support businesses by providing a reliable process
in order to avoid an illicit deployment of external staff. 
© KPMG

The consequences of illicit deployment
of external staff, especially pseudo selfemployment (Scheinselbständigkeit),
are severe. Companies will be hit with
administrative fines and those responsible (managing directors, HR officers) may
be subject to criminal prosecution. Fur-

ther, contributions to the social security
scheme will have to be reimbursed for
the entire term of the employment, and
the company will be held liable for any
outstanding tax payments. Since external
staff usually invoice VAT, any deducted
VAT must be reviewed and corrected. Ac-

In addition to these legal and regulatory risks (and the efforts to avoid them),
employers often have to struggle with
a variety of factual challenges when it
comes to the deployment of external
staff. Usually, resulting from a variety of
contractual partners, external staff are
not deployed on the basis of uniform contract formats, but on the basis of various
contract formats with differing structures
and content. As a consequence, in most
businesses, neither a comprehensive
database providing an overview of the respective contract clauses currently in use
for external staffing has been established,
nor can it be guaranteed that all contractual regulations regarding external staff
are up-to-date.
–>
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Also, external staff will be hired for
different departments with different
requirements for the deployment of such
staff. As a consequence, varying types of
contracts (for freelancers, subcontractors
or agency staff) may be required, each
with differing regulatory requirements.
Further, depending on the area of deployment, often different people will be in
charge of the administration of external
staff without one person being prima
rily responsible. In order to cope with
these issues, manageable processes are
required.
Functioning of IT tools in general
For the aforementioned reasons, many
businesses face the necessity of reliably
assessing the lawfulness of the deployment of external staff, be it on a one-time
basis or repeatedly. Respective IT tools can
assess whether an individual deployment
is lawful or unlawful or has to be further
assessed.
This assessment is based in principle
on the usage of questionnaires which
run through various phases, each giving
either an indication for more thorough
evaluation of the individual case or
presenting a final result. The respective
IT tools offer the possibility of digitizing
the questionnaires (using MS Share-

Point®), thus also making the operational
procedure visible. Taking into account the
employer’s individual needs, IT tools offer
enough flexibility to configure all questions and answers in any phase of the
assessment according to the employer’s
individual circumstances. They also allow
several users to work on a multitude of
cases in parallel thus making the assessment process more efficient.
Functioning of IT tools in detail, using
the example of KPMG’s Freelancer Tool®
KPMG’s Freelancer Tool® (henceforth
Freelancer Tool) initially requires a set of
generic data concerning the individual
freelancer or subcontractor for the envisaged deployment. Via an import function,
these data can be imported from an Excel
or XML spreadsheet and can include, in
a first phase, questions (such as current
membership of a compulsory social security scheme) to be answered by the user
for further investigation of the freelancer
or subcontractor. In a subsequent step,
this information will be evaluated either
with the help of a points scheme provided
by the IT tool, or manually by the user (or
another duly assigned person) to give an
assessment result. Insofar as some items
in the questionnaire are not answered, the
user will be given respective information
and the evaluation cannot be finalized.

The result can either be final (deployment
critical or unlawful; uncritical) or preliminary (requires further evaluation). In the
latter case, the assessment enters the next
phase, requiring more detailed information to be evaluated until a final result can
be indicated.

results is further improved by the fact
that the IT tools can be adapted to the
individual circumstances of the respective business, thus providing even more
precise results.

Once a final result has been achieved,
it will be reported automatically to the
designated recipients, also making the
results of the individual phases transparent. The results may also be exported into
an Excel spreadsheet for further analysis
or documentation.

The deployment of external staff (freelancers, subcontractors, agency workers)
is subject to strict statutory regulations
where violation may have serious consequences. Businesses therefore require
a reliable process in order to avoid illicit
deployment of external staff.

Usefulness of applying IT tools

IT tools can offer such a process, enabling
businesses to organize the process of
assessing deployments efficiently. Even if
they cannot replace thorough legal analysis, these tools definitely help to put the
deployment of external staff on a sound
footing. <–

Where the Freelancer Tool or comparable
IT tools have been applied by businesses,
a significant increase in the quality of assessments of external staff deployments
has been observed.
Applying IT tools enables businesses to
assess and evaluate the future or current
deployment of external staff in an efficient manner and according to consistent
standards, even if the assessments are
conducted by several users. It is also possible for different phases of the process
to be handled by different users, such as
information officers, HR departments or
external consultants. The quality of the
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